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Abstract
We have investigated the main experimental characteristics (multiplicity correlation, angular distributions
and the analysis of emission of the shower particles produced at target fragments in central collisions of 28Si
+ AgBr at 4.5AGeV/c has shown a formation of hadronic and baryonic clusters. Events of central collisions
are defined, here, as those having no projectile charged fragments, even a singly charged one, emitted within
30 of the beam direction.
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1. Introduction
The interaction is central when the impact parameter is
less then the absolute value of the difference between the
interacting nuclei radii, i.e., b < |RP – RT|, where RP and
RT are the projectile and target nucleus radii, respectively.
Such events are characterized by large multiplicities of
the generated particles and the emitted target fragments.
The emission of particles is symmetric with respect to the
direction of the incident beam. In central collision all
projectile nucleons are participants and not projectile
spectators. The study of the correlation in complete destruction of AgBr emulsion nuclei is very interesting.
This interest forms the fact that most of these interactions
are due to central collisions. Central collisions provide a
unique opportunity to investigate the consequences of
nuclear compression, such as hydro dynamical effect
[1-3]. Also, one can study the mechanism of multiparticle
production [4-9]. In addition there is a good possibility to
obtain valuable information on the excitation and subsequent decay of residual target nucleus. Some theoretical
models [10] imply an increase of nuclear matter density
in central nucleus-nucleus collisions at high energies.
This increase enables the appearance of heterophase state
of nuclear matter including a small contribution of quarkgluon phase. According to quantum mechanical ideas, the
nucleons participating in multiparticle production will
acquire greater size due to their excitation. The previously
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

enumerated conditions should produce an intensive mixing of color degrees of freedom of nucleons constituting
the excited nuclear matter. The discoloring process need
certain time [11] during which an intermediate system
may be formed this system will collect nucleons in its
way inside the nucleus which lead to observation of
baryonic “jets” or clusters in the process of target nucleus
destruction. In the present study is restricted to event of
Nh ≥ 28 (Nh = ng + nb) i.e. to central collisions of 28Si with
AgBr, where Nh is the number of heavy target fragments,
ng is the number of grey particles nb is the number of
black particles and we provide a systematic, statistically
significant identification of hadronic and baryonic clusters formed in central 28Si + AgBr collisions at 4.5 A
GeV/c.

2. Experiment Details
Stacks of NIKFI-Br2 nuclear emulsions were exposed to
4.5 A GeV/c 28Si beam at the Dubna synchrophasotron.
The stacks have dimension of 20 cm × 10 cm × 0.6 mm.
The intensity of irradiation was 104 particle/cm2 , and the
beam diameter was about 1 cm. Along the track double
scanning was carried out, fast in the forward direction
and slow in the backward direction. The scanned beam
tracks were further examined by measuring the delta
electron density on each of them to exclude the track
having charge less than beam particle charge. In the
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measured events, the secondary particles are classified as
follows: (i) black particle tracks (b) having a range L < 3
mm in emulsion which corresponds to a proton kinetic
energy of < 26 MeV, (ii) grey particle tracks (g) having
relative ionization I (= I／I0) > 1.4 an L > 3 mm which
corresponds to a proton kinetic energy of 26 - 400 MeV,
where I is the particle track ionization and I0 is the ionization of a shower track in the narrow forward cone of an
opening angle of  ≤ 30 the b and g particle tracks are
called heavy ionizing particle tracks (h), and (iii) shower
particles (s) having I < 1.4 tracks of such type with an
emission angle of  ≤ 30 were further subjected to rigorous multiple scattering measurement for momentum determination and consequently, for separating the produced pions and singly charged projectile fragments
(protons, deutrons, tritons). (iv) The multi-charged Z ≥ 2
projectile fragments are subdivided into Z = 2, 3,  ,
Zbeam, according to the measured delta electron. Thus all
particles were adequately divided into projectile fragments of Z = 1 to Zbeam, target fragments (i.e., h particles)
and the generated s particles. The total chsarge of the
projectile fragments Z* = ∑ ni Zi was calculated in each
event, where ni is the number of fragments of charge Zi in
an event. For each track, the following were obtained
from the measurements: (a) the polar angle θ, i.e., the
space angle between the direction of the beam and that of
the given track, and (b) the azimuthal angle ψ, the beam
and an arbitrarily selected reference direction perpendicular to the beam on this plane (in an anticlockwise
direction).
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= f (ns) and <ns> = f (ng) for the event with Nh ≥ 28 accompanied by total target disintegration are presented in
Figure 1. and Table 1. in this case there is no strong
dependence of <ng> on the value of ns or of <ns> on the
value of ng. This can be seen from the value of χ2 for
each type of particle. This means that the degree of disintegration of the target does not depend strongly on the
number of shower particles. One can observe the correlation between the fast and the slow stages of the inelastic
interactions of tow nuclei by studying the dependencies
<nb> = f (ns), <nb> = f (ng) and (ns), (ng) on the (nb). From
Figure 1. one can see that the correlations have a different character. This can be seen from the fast that the
<nb> dependencies on ns and ng have negative slopes.
Also, from the correlation dependencies of <ns>, <ng>
and <nh> on nb, one can see that the slope of <nh> is
positive while the slopes of others are negative. From the
above results, one can see that <nb> has a negative correlation with ns and ng and the correlation of <ns> and
<ng> with the nb is negative. This may be due to increase
the number of interacting projectile nucleons as the impact parameter decrease.

4. Angular Distributions of Target
Fragments
Figure 2. presents the angular distribution of greyparticles emitted in central collisions of 28Si ions with
emulsion at 4.5 GeV/nucleon. This distribution compared with the distribution of grey-particles from all 28Si
interactions is presented in same figure. It is seen, as has
been noted in many papers [13-15], that the angular distribution of grey-particle tracks is very weakly dependent
on the variation of projectile mass, the primary energy
and the target mass. The number of participant nucleons
increases as the volume of the cylinder cut by the projectile in the target nucleus increases. As the mass of the
projectile increases, the cross sectional area of this cylinder increases and consequently the number of participants also increases. The size of the target nucleus is
limited and consequently the number of evaporated particles decreases when ng increases. Figure 3. shows the

3. Multiplicity Correlation in Complete
Destruction of 28Si Ions
In the present work, we studied the correlation of complete destruction (Nh ≥ 28) of AgBr emulsion nuclei induced by 4.5 A GeV/c 28Si nuclei. The probability of
complete destruction of AgBr nuclei different projectile
at various energies is shown in [12]. The correlation in
complete destruction dependencies between the charge
particle multiplicities allow us to discuss the mechanism
of nucleus-nucleus interactions. The dependencies <ng>

Table 1. Results of approximate fit of the experimental data for the multiplicity correlation from complete destruction in 28Si
ions interactions with emulsion using the dependence <ni> = a + knj.
<ns>

2

χ

<ng>

ns

---

---

0.23 ± 14.02

ng

0.76 ± 10.42

0.96

---

nb

0.54 ± 33.1-

0.94

0.23 ± 14.02
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2

χ

<nb>

0.87

0.84

2

2

χ

<nh>

χ

–0.07 ± 15.6

0.56

0.16 ± 29.65

0.95

0.25 ± 19.6

0.65

0.69 ± 20.30

0.95

---

---

0.58 ± 27.09

0.87
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Figure 1. The correlations between the secondary particles multiplicities for complete destructions
(events with nh > 28) in Si28 interactions with emulsions.
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Figure 2. The angular distribution of grey particles emitted
in central collision and all interactions of 28Si ions with
emulsion at 4.5 GeV/c.
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between them. The value of ή was rescaled in each event,
i.e., η = ( ηi – η1)/( ηmax – η1), such that is takes a value between zero and unity, where η1 and all interactions of 28Si
ions with emulsion and ηmax are the minimum and maximum value of that η. Figure 4. presents the frequency
distribution of Δη. From this figure, it is seen that the
maximum of the experimental delta is a Δη = 0.55 while
the maximum of the independent particle emission is at
Δη = 0.65.The distribution in Figure 4. was drawn for
the number of particle in an interval of k = 19 and the
multiplicity of considered tracks is normalized to n = 30.
The histogram in Figure 4. is the experimental data,
while the curve is for the IPE which is described by a
binomial probability distribution and its form is given by
dN kn
n  k 1
 n Cnk1  k 1   
d

(Nh ＞ 0)
(Nh ＞28)
dN/dcos(θb)

Cnk1   n  1 !/ K ! n  k  1 !

(1)
(2)

Where, the IPE distribution has a maximum at Δή max =
k/n – 1. It is seen that the experimental Δη-distribution is
shifted to the left with respect to the IPE one. This shows
that a big cluster of hadronic nature may be formed within
the shower particles during their creation process.
–1.0
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cos(θb)

Figure 3. The angular distribution of black particles emitted in central collision and all interactions of 28Si ions with
emulsion at 4.5 GeV/c.

angular distributions of black particle tracks, i.e. tracks
with range L < 3 mm which is equivalent to proton kinetic energy < 27 MeV, emitted from central collisions
Within statistical errors the distribution are consistent with
each other. The target fragment angular distribution show
on statistically significant peak which could be attributed
to shock wave.

5. Identification of Hadronic Clusters
In the selected interaction, the shower particles mostly of
kinetic energy T > 60 MeV and a few protons of T > 400
MeV, were identified and their polar angles θ were measure. For each shower particle the pseudo rapidity η was
determined [η = –In tan θ /2]. The η distribution was found
to be nearly flat in the range of η = –1 to +1. This enabled
us to use quantitative method of pseudo rapidity intervals
to search for clustering [16]. In each of the selected event
k
we define Δη ij = | ηi - ηj |, where I ≠ j & i, j = 1,  , n
and k = 0, 1,  , n – 2 (n is the number of shower particles between η = –1 and +1 in the given interaction ). The
k
quantity Δη ij means the pseudo rapidity interval between
the i-th and j-th particles such that k particles are lying
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

6. Identification of Baryonic Cluster
It is interesting to investigate whether the hadronic clusters
were accompanied by a baryonic one which is formed
from target nucleus nucleons during the motion of the
hadronic cluster inside the target nucleus. For this purpose,
we used the method described in [17]. The method is
based on the same principles used in searhpring for hadronic cluster. Firstly, we made sure that azimuthal angular
distribution of grey particle (ψ - distribution) is isotropic.
k
Then, in each, we define Δψ ij = |ψi - ψj|, where I ≠ j & i, j
= 1, 2, ..., n g (ng is the number of grey particles in the
k
event) and k = 0, 1, ..., ng – 2 .The quantity Δψ ij , means
the azimuthal angular interval between the i-th and j-th
grey particle such that k of grey particle are lying between
them. Figure 5. show the ∆ψg distribution for 28Si + AgBr
reaction the first maximum is at ∆ψg = 0.15 and the corresponding IPE is at ∆ψg = 0.35. This figure is drawn for a
number of grey in an interval k = 10 for 28Si + AgBr interactions while the multiplicity of considered tracks is
normalized to n = 30. The histogram is the experimental
data while curve is due to IPE. As shown in Figure 5.
experimental ∆ψg-distribution is shifted to the left with
respect to IPE one. This can be interpreted as formation of
a baryonic cluster within the grey particles of the target
fragments.
It is interesting to investigate whether the effect of clustering may appear within the black-particles. For this purpose we repeated the same analysis for black tracts.
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Figure 6. shows the ∆Ψb - distribution for 28Si + AgBr
reactions at ∆ψg = 0.15 and the corresponding IPE
maximum is at ∆ψb = 25 this figure is drawn for a number of particle k = 4 while the multiplicity of the considered tracks is normalized to n = 16. The histograms represent the experimental data while the curve is due to
IPE. It is seen that, the experimental ∆ψb-distribution is
shifted to left with respect to the IPE one. This may be
interpreted as formation of a baryonic cluster.
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Figure 4. The frequency distribution of pseudo rapidity
interval (-distribution ).
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Figure 5. The distribution of azimuthal angular interval for
grey particles in 28Si + AgBr.

From the investigation of particles emitted in the central
28
Si-emulsion collisions, we can make the following conclusions.
1) From the above results, one can that <nb> has a
negative correlation with ns and ng and the correlation of
<ns> and <ng> with the nb is negative .Thus the correlation in complete destruction are often different from
these total sample.
2) The angular distributions of target fragments are
independent on the projectile mass, the impact parameter
and one the target nucleus.
3) The target fragments angular distribution show no
statistically significant peak which could be attributed to
shock wave.
4) The ns-distribution, from central 28Si + AgBr collisions, is nearly a poission one which is narrower than the
corresponding distributions from pp and p-nucleus interactions.
5) The emission of s, g, b, particles dose not agree
with independent particle emission (IPE).
Using the ∆ method an interacorrelation is observed
within s, g, b, particle with maybe interpreted as formation of clusters of these particles.
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